provided that the cellular transcriptional response to frames encode proteins required for sterol metabodisruption of different steps in the same pathway is lism, cell wall function, mitochondrial respiration, or similar, and that there are sufficiently unique transcripprotein synthesis. We also show that the compendium tional responses to the perturbation of most cellular can be used to characterize pharmacological perturpathways, systematic characterization of novel mutants bations by identifying a novel target of the commonly could be carried out with a single genome-wide expresused drug dyclonine. sion measurement. Using a comprehensive database of reference profiles, the pathway(s) perturbed by an Introduction uncharacterized mutation would be ascertained by simply asking which expression patterns in the database Systematic approaches for identifying the biological its profile most strongly resembles, in a manner analofunctions of novel genes are needed to ensure rapid gous to fingerprinting. An appealing aspect of this approgress from genome sequence to directed experiproach is that it should be equally effective at determinmentation and applications. A similar need exists for ing the consequences of pharmaceutical treatments and methods to characterize biologically active compounds. disease states. A sufficiently large and diverse set of profiles obtained from different mutants, treatments, and conditions would also result in a relatively compreTo whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: sfriend@ hensive identification of coregulated transcript groups, rii.com). # These authors contributed equally to this work.
Table 1. Number and Proportion of Significant Changes in the Transcription Profile of Different Classes of Experiments Error Model Accounting for Error Model Accounting for Measurement Error Only
Gene-Specific Fluctuations # Experiments Ն1 Gene with Ն5 Genes Ն20 Genes Ն100 Genes Ն5 Genes Ն20 Genes Ն100 Genes (percentage) Ն2-Fold Induction (P Յ 0.01) (P Յ 0.01) (P Յ 0.01) (P Յ 0.01) (P Յ 0. A quantitative parallel growth assay was used to determine the relative growth rates among 198 of the deletion mutants carrying molecular barcodes (Experimental Procedures) (Shoemaker et al., 1996) . A list of the 198 barcoded strains and their relative growth rates is found in the Supplemental Data. "Unnamed" genes are those that are uncharacterized and are thus designated only by an ORF systematic name (e.g., YER019w). Error models are described in detail in the Supplemental Data.
the functions of genes based on the regulatory characmutant or compound-treated culture were compared to that of a wild-type or mock-treated culture (see Experiteristics of their own transcripts (Eisen et al. , 1998) .
To demonstrate the utility of a database of reference mental Procedures and Supplemental Data, below, for details). Two hundred seventy-six deletion mutants, 11 expression profiles as a comprehensive tool for functional classification and discovery, we created a reference datatetracycline-regulatable alleles of essential genes (Gari et al., 1997), and 13 well-characterized compounds were base or "compendium" of three hundred full-genome expression profiles in S. cerevisiae corresponding to mutaprofiled. One hundred fifty-one of the mutants were profiled in duplicate (i.e., regrown from frozen stocks and tions in both characterized genes and uncharacterized open reading frames (ORFs), as well as treatments with completely reanalyzed) to establish the reproducibility of profiles (see Supplemental Data). Deletion mutants compounds with known molecular targets. All experiments were conducted under a single growth condition, were selected such that a variety of functional classifications were represented ( Figure 1A ). Sixty-nine of the 276 allowing direct comparison of all genes over all profiles. As expected, the large, internally consistent expression deletions were of uncharacterized open reading frames (ORFs) ( Figure 1A ). To allow direct comparison of the data set enabled the identification of many coregulated sets of genes, allowing dissection of transcriptional rebehavior of all genes in response to all mutations and treatments, experiments were performed under a single sponses and isolation of candidate genes for many cellular processes. Moreover, we show that in the context condition: cells were grown at 30ЊC in liquid synthetic complete (SC) medium plus 2% glucose to mid-log of a compendium of reference profiles, the expression profile displayed by a mutant serves as a molecular phase, with the final optical densities of the experimental and control cultures closely matched (see Experimental phenotype that predicts phenotypes in conventional assays, as demonstrated by a series of experimentally Procedures). Because any one growth condition is unlikely to elicit a phenotype from every mutant, one possiverified examples in which we use mutant profile similarities to assign uncharacterized ORFs to cellular pathble outcome of this approach was that many mutants would not display transcriptional alterations. In actuality, ways. Gene functions inferred by profile comparisons can be derived from very subtle transcriptional renearly all of the experiments resulted in a 2-fold or greater alteration in the abundance of at least one transponses, and there is no requirement for prior knowledge about the functions of the responsive transcripts. script, not including the deleted gene (Table 1 , first column). We also provide an example in which the compendium is used to identify an unknown target of a commonly A Gene-Specific Error Model Compensates for Differences in Variation of Transcript used drug.
Abundance among Different Yeast Genes
To ensure that observed transcriptional alterations were Results caused by the mutations or treatments, and not by random fluctuations or systematic biases, we investigated Expression Profiles from Hundreds of Yeast Deletion Mutants whether the abundance of some transcripts might inherently fluctuate more than others under our culture condiUsing a two-color cDNA microarray hybridization assay (Schena et al., 1995), 300 expression profiles were gentions (Wittes and Friedman, 1999). In parallel with the 300 experiment data set, a series of 63 negative control erated in S. cerevisiae in which transcript levels of a (C) Comparison of the transcript profile of a homozygous cup5 disruption strain to that of a homozygous vma8 disruption strain. Log 10 of the expression ratio is plotted for each gene. Genes that changed significantly from wild-type at P Յ 0.01 in both experiments are indicated in red; genes changing significantly from wild-type at P Յ 0.01 in only cup5⌬ or vma8⌬ are indicated in blue or green, respectively; brown, anticorrelated genes at P Յ 0.01 in both experiments; gray, genes at P Ͼ 0. experiments were conducted in which simultaneously of profile significance as it is fulfilled by none of the 63 negative control experiments. Among the 29%, deletion grown untreated isogenic wild-type cultures were compared to each other. The vast majority of profiles from of a previously characterized (i.e., named) gene had a much higher likelihood of resulting in such a significant these negative control experiments also included at least one gene with greater than 2-fold induction or profile (43%) than deletion of an uncharacterized ORF (8%). This surprising difference was not accounted for repression (Table 1 , first column). Two-dimensional (2-D) clustering analysis (Hartigan, 1975; of by biases in ORF length, basal transcription, growth rate, or sequence redundancy (data not shown); remaining the control experiments revealed several sets of genes, many known to be regulated by nutrition or stress, that explanations include functional redundancy, or that these uncharacterized ORFs are required only for very displayed small-magnitude but coordinate differences in transcript abundance between two seemingly identispecific processes or to survive particular conditions. 90% of deletion mutants with a growth rate less than cal cultures (Figure 2A ; note that the color scale is different from other figures).
90% that of wild-type displayed profiles with more than five genes significant at P Յ 0.01, using the gene-speWe reasoned that these fluctuations represent a form of biological noise. Indeed, the genes with highest varicific error model (Table 1 , fifth column). Overall, more than half (172/300) of the experiments resulted in a proance in the 63 control experiments are among those that fluctuate most in the 300 compendium experiments file with more than five genes significant at P Յ 0.01 (Table 1 , fifth column), and ‫4/3ف‬ of all transcripts (4553) ( Figure 2B ), suggesting that the same fluctuations are present in all the experiments. Application of an error were significantly up-or downregulated at P Յ 0.01 in at least one profile (Supplemental Data). Thus, a single model that reduces the significance of the transcriptional regulations of genes in proportion not only to the growth protocol was sufficient to generate functional data for roughly half of the mutants, and to evoke reaccuracy to which the measurement was made, but also to their fluctuation in the negative control experiments sponses from a large majority of genes. 
Corresponding to Phenotypes
We initiated analysis of the biology of the 300-experimutants with growth Ͼ95% that of wild-type displayed profiles with more than five genes significant at P Յ 0.01 ment compendium data set by asking whether groups of known or expected coregulated genes were easily in the gene-specific error model, a stringent definition detectable, and whether mutations or treatments known script profile that correlates highly with the profile produced by reducing expression of HMG2 ( Figure 1E profiles resulting from perturbation of the ergosterol Clustered among the profiles from sterol pathway mupathway (correlation with the erg2⌬ profile is shown in tants erg2⌬, erg3⌬, and tet-ERG11 is the profile caused Figure 3E ; the dose of dyclonine used is lower than the by deletion of the uncharacterized ORF YER044c ( Figure  IC 50 and therefore the transcriptional response is lower 3A; Figure 3B shows an example profile similarity; based magnitude than the ERG pathway deletion mutants). GC on results described below, YER044c is hereafter reanalysis confirmed that the sterol content of dyclonineferred to as ERG28). Consistent with the hypothesis that treated cells was abnormal ( Figure 3F , center), and fea-ERG28 is involved in sterol biosynthesis, the ERG28 tured a buildup of fecosterol, indicating inhibition of transcript is itself a member of the ergosterol-specific Erg2p, the sterol C-8 isomerase (Figure 3F , right; the transcript cluster ( Figure 3A) . To assess the biological differences between erg2⌬ and dyclonine treatment are significance of these observations, an erg28⌬ strain was due to the fact that the erg2⌬ mutant has accumulated analyzed in detail. Although ERG28 is not essential, aberrant products of fecosterol). Consistent with Erg2p erg28⌬ cells grew slowly ‫%07ف(‬ of the wild-type rate) being the target of dyclonine, an erg2⌬/ERG2 strain is (Smith et al., 1996; Winzeler et al., 1999; Figure 3D ). hypersensitive to dyclonine, whereas heterozygous muGas chromatography (GC) analysis revealed that erg28⌬ tants in other steps of the sterol biosynthetic pathway cells have an unusual sterol content in that additional are not (data not shown). Furthermore, ERG2 overexsterols accumulate that are not seen in the wild-type pression confers increased resistance to dyclonine (data strain, implicating the involvement of Erg28p in ergosnot shown). terol biosynthesis ( Figure 3C and M 
Low-Magnitude Profiles Identify Novel Proteins Involved in Protein Synthesis asked whether other laboratory phenotypes of novel mutants followed classifications assigned by the profile
The unexpected identification of very low-magnitude transcriptional regulation of the mitochondrial ribosome clustering tree. Expression profiles displayed by uncharacterized ORF deletions yhr011w⌬, yer050c⌬, and suggests that such low-amplitude but meaningful regulatory patterns might be common, and that they might ymr293c⌬ are interleaved in the profile cluster tree with those of deletions of mitochondrial components (Fig- be sufficient to cause correlations among related experiments. We next asked whether similarity between experures 1B and 5A), suggesting that these mutants should be unable to grow on glycerol, a nonfermentable carbon iments driven by such low-magnitude changes can be shown to be biologically significant. Mutations in genes source. The specific pattern of transcript inductions, including the set encompassing citric acid-cycle genes, involved in protein synthesis provide a test case: although profiles from a number of them form a discrete furthermore leads to the prediction that they are not primarily involved in iron regulation and thus will not cluster, only a handful of genes (Ͻ10) are significantly up-or downregulated more than 3-fold in any of these display the calcium-(Ohya et al., 1991) or iron-sensitivity phenotypes exhibited by the vma8⌬ and cup5⌬ mutants.
profiles ( Figure 1B and Supplemental Data). Indeed, the profile associations do not rely on these outliers, beBoth of these predictions were confirmed (Figure 5B) , verifying the predictive ability of subclassifications on cause the association of all these experiments in the and YHR034c could conceivably encode previously un- Importantly, we find that meaningful expression patterns can involve groups of transcripts whose relative abundance changes at levels considerably less than 2-fold. Clusters of profiles involving not only protein profile clustering tree is retained even when all regulations greater than 1.5-fold are masked from the 300-synthesis but ergosterol biosynthesis, mitochondrial respiration, mating, cell wall biosynthesis, histone deexperiment data structure (Table 3 , column D). Furthermore, when such small regulations are used as the basis acetylation, the vacuolar H ϩ -ATPase, and others are all largely intact in clustering analyses even after all of clustering analysis, this profile cluster gains additional translation-related experiments that are otherwise exregulations over 1.5-fold are masked in the data structure (Table 3 , column D). This shows that there are layers cluded, such as tet-YEF3 and cycloheximide treatment (which have the lowest magnitude profiles in this group, of regulation that are ignored when array data are interpreted outside the context of a compendium, because probably due to the fact that they are acute treatments) ( Figure 6A ). This verifies that low-magnitude expression ratio measurements less than 2-fold are often considered to be unreliable in an isolated microarray experichanges can be used to group profiles from related mutants.
ment. It also underscores the importance of generating high-quality internally consistent data, and the necessity Like the ergosterol, cell wall, and mitochondrial respiration profile clusters, the translation-related cluster inof developing means to compensate for noise or other biases, if the compendium method is to be used most cludes mutants with deletions in uncharacterized ORFs (yor078w⌬, ymr269w⌬, yhr034c⌬) together with known effectively. Furthermore, it shows that the compendium method is totally unlike the use of highly induced pathribosome subunit deletions rps24a⌬, rpl27a⌬, rpl8a⌬, and rpl12a⌬ (in yeast, many ribosomal proteins are duway-specific reporters to detect disturbance of particular cellular processes, and relies instead on the composite plicated; deletion of one copy generally results in slow growth). This experiment profile cluster also includes a pattern of many transcriptional changes to "fingerprint" perturbation of different pathways. partial deletion of translation elongation factor 5A (encoded by YEL034w) produced by deletion of the overlapOn the whole, the specific clusters of mutant profiles are resiliant to a variety of alterations in the clustering ping ORF YEL033w. Although the comprehensive biochemical analyses to which ribosomes have been parameters (Table 3) . However, no one specific set of parameters is capable of correctly grouping all known subjected (Link et al., 1999) make it seem unlikely that the products of these uncharacterized ORFs are ribofunctionally related mutants, suggesting that identification of novel gene functions can be enhanced by examsomal proteins, each of these new mutants has both a reduced growth rate and a reduced protein synthesis ining multiple analyses. It is interesting that many biologically relevant profile associations in the clustering tree rate, similar to ribosome subunit deletion strains; other slow-growth mutants tested do not have reduced proare intact even when all transcripts encoding proteins with known functions or close sequence homologs are tein synthesis rates ( Figure 6B) . YOR078w, YMR269w, 
study (data not shown). Because the likelihood of detecting recurring transcriptional patterns increases with Discovery of Eight Gene Functions and a Previously
the number of profiles, as does the ability to estimate Unknown Drug Target the significance of any given measurement or cluster, To verify that the compendium approach to functional it is possible that the cellular functions of many more discovery works, we assign eight uncharacterized genes of the uncharacterized ORFs we profiled could be identito four different cellular pathways and determine an fied using a larger set of reference profiles. An expansion unknown target of a common drug. Among the eight of the current study thus holds considerable potential new genes, only those involved in mitochondrial function for determining functions of many of the currently unhave significant sequence features suggesting specific characterized yeast genes. biochemical roles. The new genes we identify in sterol A major limiting requirement in the use of the expresbiosynthesis and protein synthesis would have been sion profile as a completely universal functional assay very difficult to discover by any conventional primary appears to be obtaining profiles from all of the mutants: screening methods. Although discovery of the function under the single condition employed here, the transcript of any new gene is significant, the ERG28 gene is of profiles of only about half of the mutants were signifiparticular interest because its human homolog has a cantly changed from wild-type. However, significant related or conserved cellular function, suggesting that transcriptional phenotypes were obtained from virtually it is a novel factor in cholesterol biosynthesis. The every mutant affecting growth. This suggests that signifYHR034c gene product, involved in protein synthesis, icant profiles might be obtained from the remaining half also has a sequence homolog in the human genome, of the mutants under conditions that impair growth of suggesting that it too may be a functionally conserved the mutant in comparison to wild-type. In fact, we have protein. The analysis and discoveries we present are by previously shown that mutants in the calcineurin signalno means comprehensive; only a handful of the uncharing pathway, which are hypersensitive to cations, disacterized mutants were examined in detail, and analysis play characteristic transcriptional alterations from wildtechniques other than gross profile comparison and 2-D type when both wild-type and mutant are grown in rich clustering will probably be required to completely cirmedium containing calcium (Marton et al., 1998) , alcumvent frequent biases and improve resolution of small though the same mutants (cna1 cna2, for example) disbut significant components in large profiles. We anticiplay neither a growth defect nor significant transcrippate that these data will be a resource for continued tional alterations under the growth conditions used in functional discovery by us and other researchers. 
